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Approved
0.15 U value of LEKA solid conservatory roofing system is proving industry
game changer

Leading trade fabricator
Modplan launched the LEKA
warm roofing system at this
year’s FIT Show and in the first
month alone has already signed
up six installing partners. Heidi
Sachs, Modplan’s Managing
Director, said: “The LEKA
roofing system really is a game
changer and the impact it’s
going to have on the industry is
reflected in the rapid rate of installer sign ups. The standout benefit is undoubtedly the U
value of 0.15, but that’s only the start.”
Manufactured in a dedicated factory in Modplan’s Newport headquarters, the LEKA warm
roof is the only GRP-structured thermally layered roof on the market. The lack of any
aluminium or wood components in the construction means no cold bridging and no
condensation, a boon for any homeowner. It also means it is up to 40% lighter than
alternative solid roofs which means it can be used in many more applications.
The impressive credentials of the LEKA warm roof are backed up with Modplan’s
trademark customer service. Installer partners are given full training, marketing support
and sales software so they can become a LEKA Approved Installer and have everything
they need to start making the most of what the roof has to offer. The product has
already been approved by Network VEKA and has achieved jhai Building Control
accreditation too.
Retro fitting conservatory roofs to improve thermal efficiency and give homeowners the
year round room they want is a rapidly growing market. The LEKA warm roof offers

something genuinely different so if you want to get ahead of your competitors, it will be
a valuable addition to your portfolio. To enquire about becoming a LEKA Approved
Installer, contact Modplan on 01495 246844.
Modplan manufactures and provides a comprehensive range of products that includes
Matrix 58, Veka Matrix 70 and 70FS, Veka Vertical sliders, a dedicated painting facility,
PVC-u patio and bifold doors, conservatories, the Vertex Open Canopy, the Vertex roof
system for polycarbonate, glass or tile effect, Wendland roofing system and the newly
added Ultrasky, Livin room and LEKA Warm Roof. For more information on any of the
Modplan’s products and support, simply Ask the Man from Modplan.
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